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ABSTRACT:
The emergence of high throughput sequencing (HTS) platforms increased the amount of data making

feasible to obtaining complete genomes. Despite the advantages and the throughput produced by these

platforms, the different genomic coverage in the regions of the genome can be related to GC content.

This GC bias may affect genomic analyzes and the genomic/transcriptomic analysis based on de novo

and reference approach. In addition, the ways to evaluate the GC bias should be fit to data with different

profiles of the relationship GC vs coverage, such as linear and non-linear. We used the data of 5 species:

Pseudomonas  fluorescens,  Shewanella  amazonensis,  Escherichia  coli,  Staphylococcus  aureus and

Mycobacterium tuberculosis  sequenced by Illumina platform. This paper proposes,  the use of  a new

metric to measure GC bias regardless of pattern observed between GC content and coverage, then,

based on a degree of GC Bias, use a new approach to identify and reduce gaps from such regions by run

a sliding window in a reference genome and separate the reads by GC Content range, creating groups, to

submit them to a tools to discover the best k for a k-mer de novo assembly. Our analysis showed that the

new metric called “Median – IQR” (difference between Median and Interquartile  range - IQR) is able

measure different bias patterns (monotonic and non-monotonic) and also could capture different degrees

of bias in different samples. Also, the new method to assembly data with high degree of GC bias could

represent regions that would not be identified in data assembled with default parameters.
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